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10 Claims. (Cl. 179-6.3) 

This invention relates in general to telephone 
systems and, more specifically, to apparatus in 
a trunk circuit that is accessible to both pay 
stations and regular subscriber's sub-stations for 
extending a talking circuit to a toll operator. 
Although the present invention is adaptable to 

the common manual cord toll board, it is par 
ticularly valuable when used with automatic toll 
switchboards in which the class of service is not 
indicated to the operator by any arrangement of 
trunk connections. According to common prac 
tice in automatic telephone systems, a signal 
known as a paystation tone is applied to a trunk 
seized by a paystation to indicate to the answer 
ing toll operator that special Supervision is re 
quired for the refunding or the collecting of coins. 
In the present invention, the refund of the initi 
ally deposited coin is controlled automatically. 
When a calling paystation is connected to the 
switchboard and the operator answers, the pay 
station tone is applied to the connecting trunk 
for an interval, and then the trunk circuit is 
interrupted while a negative potential is applied 
to both trunk conductors extending to the call 
ing station to refund the coin and to remove the 
paystation tone. After the removal of the pay 
station tone, the operator in order to be heard 
at the calling station must delay speaking until 
the operation for refunding the coin has been 
completed. 
Although a call that is routed to the operator 

through this trunk circuit may originate from 
a non-coin station, the trunk circuit still operates 
the Same as for a payStation call and a similar 
delay in Speaking is required. If a supervisory 
tone is not provided in addition to the paystation 
tone, the toll operator is not able to distinguish 
a non-coin call that is connected through this 
trunk circuit from a call that may be completed 
without delay through a different type trunk cir 
cuit; and even when a payStation call is com 
pleted through this trunk circuit for refunding 
the coins automatically, the operator does not 
know exactly when the talking circuit is com 
pleted after the removal of the paystation tone. 
An object of the invention is to connect auto 

matically a tick tone circuit to the trunk after 
a call is received at the toll switchboard to in 
form the operator that a delay in speaking to 
the calling station is necessary. 
A further object is to remove the tick tone 

instantly at the conclusion of the interval dur 
ing which the potential for operating a refund 
mechanism is applied to the trunk. The removal is 
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of the tick tone informs the operator that the 
talking circuit is completed. 

Figures 1 to 4 inclusive arranged together ill 
lustrate the present invention. In Figure 1, the 
block diagrams represent the circuits of an auto 
matic toll switchboard such as that described in 
detail in Patent 2,361,313 issued to I. Molnar, 
October 24, 1944. Figures 2 and 3 show in de 
tail a trunk circuit which is associated with the 
automatic toll switchboard and which is effective 
On both incoming and outgoing calls to control 
Supervisory circuits and to complete a talking 
circuit With either a subscriber's sub-station or 
a payStation at a distant exchange. The block 
diagrams shown as LS, TR, SR, R and IC in 
Figure 4 represent detailed circuits of similar 
designations shown in Patent 1,855,779 issued to 
Victor S. Tharp, April 26, 1932. TR is a repeater 
in the main exchange and is effective on local 
calls. At the distant exchange, selector repeater 
SR and repeater R cooperate to connect a calling 
Sub-station such as T to a two conductor trunk 
which terminates in the trunk circuit at the 
main exchange. Connector IC has access to 

25 called sub-stations. 
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A brief description of the means for applying 
and removing the tick tone follows. If a call 
is being placed from the paystation T of Figure 4 
to the toll switchboard of Figure 1, a circuit may 
be established through the trunk circuit illus 
trated by Figures 2 and 3. Upon answering the 
call, the operator receives a paystation tone, and 
a ground is returned over conductor 209 to 
operate relay 200, which in turn operates relay 
20. Responsive to the operation of relay 20, 
relay 320 operates and at contacts 32f closes a 
circuit for applying tick tone to the trunk con 
nected to the toll switchboard and at contacts 
323 starts the vibration of weighted armature 
322. When the amplitude of vibrations become 
Small, slow-operating relay 380 operates to close 
contacts 38 and 382. At contacts 38 a low 
resistance circuit is connected across the trunk 
extending to repeater R of Figure 4 to cause the 
payStation tone to be removed, and at contacts 
382 a circuit is closed for operating relay 39). 
Slow-operating relay 390 closes circuits to ener 
gize slow-operating relays 330 and 395. Relay 
395 transfers trunk conductors connected to the 
payStation from the operator's talking circuit to 
a negative potential in order to operate the coin 
refund mechanism at the paystation, and it also 
closes a circuit shunting contacts 33 of relay 
330. This circuit maintains the application of 
tick tone to the trunk for the duration of the 
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refunding period after the initial tick tone circuit 
has been opened by the operation of relay 330. 
The operation of relay 33 opens the operating 
circuit of relay 39, and relay 390 releases clay 
395. Upon releasing relay 395 reconnects, the 
talking circuit between the operator and the call 
ing station and removes the tick tone to indicate 
to the operator that the call may proceed. 
To aid in the understanding of the invention, 

a detailed description of the operation of the .ii 
trunk circuit shown in Figures 2 and 3 will be 

s 

given for a call initiated by a payStation oria regul 
lar subscriber's sub-station. 
When a calling person at Sub-station I dials 

the number which is listed for the toll operator, 
Selector SR, and repeater R, respond to select 
an idle two conductor trunk.such as 40, and 82. 
Upon seizing the trunk, a circuit for applying 
A. C. ringing generator current is completes at 
repeater R over the following circuit: conductor 
40, break-contacts 398, contacts 37 t, upper wind 
ing of repeating coil 324, condenser .335, A. C. 
relay 345), lower winding of the repeating coil, 
break contacts 39, and conductor 402. Relay 
340 - Operates and at contacts 34 closes an ob 
vious circuit for operating relay 235). Relay 23 
at contacts 23 closes its locking circuit includ 
ing negative battery, Winding of slow-operating 
relay 239, contacts 26, and ground. After a 
short interval the circuit for applying ringing 
current is opened and relay 348 releases. At con 
tacts 232 of relay 230 a circuit for biasing relay 
350 is closed from ground, right winding of re 
lay 35 to negative battery, and ground is con 
nected to conductor 430 to busy the trunk to in 
coming Selectors of the main exchange; at con 
tacts 233 start lead 297 for the common start 
and level distributor is grounded; at contacts 
234 the operating circuit for relay 3 f is closed; 
and at contacts 235 the call waiting conductor 
208 is grounded. Relay 3-0 operates. At con 
tacts 3 and 32-operating 'circuits are prepared 
for controlling Supervisory relays required after 
the call is answered by the operator; at contacts 
33 control conductor 296 leading to bank of call 
selectorS is grounded; at contacts 34 a locking 
circuit is prepared; at contacts 35-control con 
ductor 209 is connected to negative battery 
through the winding of relay 200 to mark the 
trunk position in the banks of the answer finder 
of Figtre l; and at contacts 348 an operating 
circuit is prepared for relay 329. 
In response to the grounding of start lead 20, 

an answer finder seizes -control conductor 209, 
and talking-conductors 2-li and 2-8. If the call 
originated from a payStation, a circuit is now 
complete for transmitting paystation tone from 
the line Switch IS of Figure 4 to the answer 
ing position of the toll switchboard to inform the 
operator of the class of -call. The circuit from 
the line Switch LS includes trunk conductors 49-f 
and 492, break contacts 396 and 397, contacts 37?, 
right-Windings of repeating coil 324, and conden 
ser .325. The circuit for the tone -current 
that is induced into the left windings of the re 
peating coil includes-condenser, 326-for-connecting 
the WindingS in Series and conductors 2 and 
28, for transmitting the tone to the toll-switch 
board. Ground potential is returned over the 
control conductor 29 when the operator answers 
to complete the following circuit for operating 
relay 29; negative battery, upper winding of 
relay 2li) contacts. 332, contacts 3-5, and ground 
potential on conductor 2.99. Upon operating, re 
lay 209-at- contacts 20-? completes a circuit for 

4. 
shorting the winding of relay 340 and for con 
necting condenser 335 in parallel with condenser 
325, at contacts 202 closes circuits for operating 
relay 20 and for energizing the biasing Winding 
of relay 240, and at contacts 293 prepares cir 
cuits for relays 339 and 390. Relay 29 at con 
tacts 2 connects ground at another point to 
control conductor 430, at contacts 22 closes the 
locking circuit of relay 30, at contacts 2 3 coin 
pletes a circuit for operating relay 328, at con 
tacts 215 places a ground on conductor 429 to 
disconnect the trunk from an incoming selector 
at the main exchange, and at contacts 2 6 opens 
the locking circuit of relay 238. Relay 230 re- - 
ieases to remove ground from the start lead 297, 
and from the call waiting conductor 2C8, and 

... opens one of the ground connections for control 
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conductor 430. The circuit for operating relay 
320 may be traced from ground, contacts 242, 
2:3, and 36, winding of relay 328 to negative 
battery. Relay 320 at contacts .32 extends the 
tick tone-circuit to the operator's receiver over the 
talking-conductors 2 and 21.8 and at contacts 
323 closes intermittently the operating circuit of 
slow-operating relay 38 through the vibrating 
weighted Spring 322. The operation of relay 389 
is delayed by the vibrations of spring .322 to pro 
Wide sufficient time for the operator to recognize 
the paystation tone. Upon operating, relay 380 
at contacts 38 closes a loop circuit for remov 
ing payStation tone, and at contacts 382 closes 
a circuit for energizing slow-operating relay 399. 
The circuit for removing paystation tone and 
also for operating relay 350 includes, circuits at 
repeater R as described in the Tharp patent 
1855,779, trunk conductor Aof, break contacts 
396, contacts 37, upper right winding of repeat 
ing, coil 324 contacts 38, left winding of relay 
350, lower right winding of the repeating coil, 
break contacts 39, and trunk conductor 482. 
At contacts 35 of relay 350 an operating cir 
cuit is completed for relay 229. Relay 220 at 
contacts 22 opens a termination bridge circuit, 
at contacts 222 prepares a circuit for relay 333 
and-at-contacts 223' closes an additional circuit 
for connecting control. conductors 209 directly to 
the upper winding of relay 20?). The circuit for 
operating relay 399 may be traced from nega 
tive battery, winding of relay 390, contacts 334, 
382, and 203 to ground. Relay 399 at contracts 
39 disconnects the circuit that is provided for 
manual control of the collecting or refunding 
Operation, :at contacts 392 prepares a circuit for 
automatically controlling the refund of the ini 
tially deposited coin, at contacts .393 completes 
the circuit for energizing slow-operating relay 
395, and at contacts 394 completes a circuit for energizing slow-operating relay 339. Upon op 
erating relay 395 at make contacts 39S and 397 
Connects negative 110 v. potential through in 
dicating lamp 383 and contacts 392 to both con 
ductors 40 and 402 connected to the distant 
exchange. The negative potential operates the 
mecharism at the calling paystation for refund 
ing coins in the well-known manner. At con 
tacts 398 of relay 395 a circuit is closed in paral 
lel with contacts 33 to maintain the tick tone 
On the trunk circuit until the end of the refund 
ing Operation; at contacts 399 a locking circuit, 
is completed for relay 220. The operating cir 
cuit closed at contacts 394 for relay 330 may be 
traced from ground, contacts 35i, 222, 394, wind 
ing of relay 330 to negative battery. Relay 330 
at contacts 33d opens the initial circuit for ap 
plying stick tone, at contacts 333 closes its lock 
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ing circuit which includes contacts 203 and 
ground, at contacts 334 opens the operating cir 
cuit of relay 390, and at contacts 332 opens the 
initial circuit connecting control conductor 29 
to the upper winding of relay 200. Relay 39 re 
leases after an interval. At contacts 392 the neg 
ative 110 v. potential is removed from the trunk, 
at contacts 393 the circuit of relay 395 is opened, 
and at contacts 394 the operating circuit of relay 
330 is opened. Relay 395 releases. At arma 
tures 396 and 397 the trunk conductors 40 and 
42 are reconnected to the operator's talking cir 
cuit; at contacts 398 the tick tone is removed to 
inform the operator that the call may proceed; 
and at contact 399 the locking circuit of relay 22 
opened. During the interval that the loop cir 
cuit is disconnected from relay 35, relay 350 re 
leases and opens contacts 35. While contacts 
35 are open, the operating circuits of relays 220 
and 33 are maintained closed at contacts 399. 

If the operator Wishes to recheck for payStation 
tone, the check key in the operators position is 
operated to connect ground to trunk conductor 
28, and to connect negative battery through a 
circuit having one hundred ohms resistance to 
trunk conductor 27. Although a circuit is com 
pleted over conductor 2. for relay 20, it is 
margined so as to remain unoperated at this time. 
The circuit for Operating relay 24 extends from 
battery at the toll SWitchboard over conductor is 
2, upper left winding of repeating coil 324, con 
tacts 3 f, contacts 26, upper winding of relay 
240, contacts 202, to ground. The current flow 
in the upper Winding of relay 24 is of such di 
rection to aid the current flow in the biasing . 
winding to operate the relay. Relay 240 opens 
contacts 24 to release relay 320 which releases 
relay 380. Relay 38 at contacts 38 causes re 
connection of the payStation tone by opening a 
point in the trunk circuit connected to repeater 
R as described in the Tharp patent. The res 
toration of the check key releases relay 240 to re 
operate first relay 320 and then relay 389. After 
an interval the closing of contacts 38 removes 
the payStation tone as previously described. 

After receiving the necessary information for 
completing the call, the operator instructs the 
calling perSon to deposit coins. To collect the 
coins, the operator operates a coin collect key to 
apply positive 110 v. potential to trunk conductor 
2. The circuit from the toll switchboard is 
completed over conductor 27, upper left winding 
of repeating coil 324, contacts 3A, winding of 
relay 20, contacts 262, contacts 202, and ground. 
A circuit completed for the upper winding of relay 
24 is ineffective because of the opposition of the 
OWer Winding. Relay 2 operates to close con 
tactS 2 for Operating relay 26 over the circuit 
from negative battery, winding of relay 26, con 
tacts 2, contacts 22 to ground. At contacts 
263 a circuit is prepared for controlling collection 
of coins; at contacts 26 the circuit of the upper 
winding of relay 24 is opened, at contacts 262 a. 
Short circuit is removed from across resistor 266 
in series with relay 22), and at contacts 265 a cir 
cuit is completed for operating relay 395. Relay 
395 at make contacts 396 and 39 completes a 
circuit for applying positive potential from con 
ductor 27, contacts 263, contacts 39, make con 
tact, 396 and 39 to trunk conductors and 492 
which are connected to the distant station. At 
contacts 398 a circuit is completed momentarily 
from the tick tone lead, contacts 398, contacts 
32, Winding of repeating coil 324, and over con 
ductor 28 to the toll Switchboard. After the 
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applied positive potential operates the mecha 
nism for collecting coins, the operator restores 
the coil collect key to open the operating circuit 
of relay 270. Relay 270 restores relay 260 which 
opens contacts 265 to release relay 395. Relay 
395 completes the talking circuit again and the 
calling Subscriber is then connected through the 
automatic switchboard to the desired Sub-station. 
Should it be necessary to refund coins manu 

ally, the coin refund key is operated to apply neg 
ative potential to conductor 27. Relays 220, 260, 
and 395 operate sequentially as described for col 
lecting coins and now apply negative il.0 v. po 
tential to conductors 49 and 402. Relay 240 may 
also operate to release relays 320 and 38 accord 
ing to the previous description for rechecking 
payStation tone, but their operation is ineffective 
at this time. 

If a trunk line is out of order, the OD and 
check keys at the SWitchboard are operated to ap 
ply negative potential to both conductors 2f1 
and 28. Check relay 2A () operates over a previ 
ously traced circuit and OD relay 25 operates 
over the following circuit: negative battery ap 
plied to conductor 28, lower left winding of re 
peating coil 324, contacts 32, contacts 264, con 
tacts 242, the upper winding of relay 250, contacts 
22, and ground. Upon operating relay 250 at 
contacts 25A and 252 connects a trouble tone to 
trunk conductors 2 fl and 28, at contacts 253 
opens the operating circuit of relay 28, at con 
tacts 254 connects ground to control conductor 
26 to busy the trunk to call selectors, at contacts 
255 closes a locking circuit to conductor 257, and 
also at contacts 255 completes a circuit from con 
ductor 25 to light a trouble lamp which is con 
nected to conductor 256. After restoring the OD 
and check keys, the operator disconnects from 
the trunk as described subsequently. Relay 259 
is maintained operated until its locking circuit, 
including negative battery, lower winding of re 
lay 250, contacts 255, and conductor 257, is opened 
at the test panel. 

If the call originates from a regular sub 
Scriber's station the operation of the trunk cir 
cuit is as previously described except that a pay 
Station tone is not transmitted and the operation 
of the relays for refunding coins performs no 
useful function. Since a paystation tone is not 
transmitted, the application of the tick tone is 
the Only means to inform the operator that the 
call cannot be completed until after relay 395 
Etes and then releases to remove the tick 
O. 

In response to the calling person's hanging up 
after the completion of the conversation, the cur 
rent flow is reversed in the left winding of relay 
35. Relay 358 releases and at contacts 35 
.0pens the operating circuit of relay 22. Relay 
220 at contacts 223 removes a shunt from across 
the lower winding of relay 29 to place its two 
Windings in Series in the circuit completed over 
the control conductor 23. Relay 2, remains 
Operated through its two windings in series but 
the additional resistance in the circuit restores a 
marginal relay in the succeeding circuit, to inform 
the Operator that the trunk circuit may be re 
leased. When the Operator disconnects from the 
trunk, ground is removed from conductor 29 to 
restore relay 29. Relay 2, at contacts 22 
Opens the circuit for relays 2 and 240, and at 
contacts 283 opens the locking circuit of relay 
33). Relay 2 at contacts 2 removes ground 
from control conductor 43 and opens the bias 
ing Winding of relay 350, at contacts 22 opens 
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the locking circuit. of relay 30, and at contacts 
2-3 opens the operating circuit of relay 320. 
Upon releasing, relay 320 at contacts 323 operas 
the circuit to release relay 389, and relay 389 at 
contacts 38 opens, the loop. circuit to release 
equipment at the distant exchange. 

In order to describe more fully the operation 
of the trunk circuit of Figs. 2 and 3, its operation. 
is given for a call completed through the toll 
switchboard to Subscribe T of Fig. 4. In re 
Sponse to the operator's dialiiing, the wipers. of 
the step-by-step call selector of Fig. 1 are raised 
to the bank level in which trunk circuits for the 
distant exchange of Fig. 4 are accessible. An 
idle one of the trunk circuits is selected auto 
maticaliy in response to the control wiper of the 
selector encouratering negative battery over the 
following circuit; bank contact of the selector, 
control conductor 206, contacts 258, contacts 39, 
contacts 295, upper winding of relay 200, and 
negative battery. The selector connects ground 
potential at the control Wiper to control conduc 
tor 25 to operate relay 20, and at the lirae 
wipers completes a circuit to operate relay 28. 
Relay 299 at contacts 20 short-circuits the 
winding of A. C. relay 340, at contacts 292 com 
pletes a circuit for operating relay 29 and for 
biasing relay 24), and at contacts 205 connects 
the two windings of relay 28 in series by remov 
ing the short circuit from the lower winding. 
Relay 2) at contacts 2 completes a circuit for 
the biasing winding of relay 3.5G and connects 
ground to the control conductor 43G for busying 
the trunk repeater TR, and at contacts 25 con 
nects ground to conductor 429 for disconnecting 
the trunk repeater TR, from the trunk circuit. 
The circuit for operating relay 280 may be traced 
from the call selector bank over trunk coraductors 
27 and 2 3, left windings of repeating coil 324, 
contacts 317 and 38, contacts 39 and 302, con 
tacts 253, and through the upper and lower wind 
ings of relay 280 to negative battery and ground 
respectively. Relay 280 at contacts 28f prepares 
an impulsing circuit, at contacts. 282 closes a cir 
cuit for energizing slow-acting relay 30, and at 
contacts 283 opens a point in an incomplete cir 
cuit of relay 363. Relay 370 at contacts 372 con 
nects the trunk circuit of the distant exchange 
to impulsing contacts 28, at contacts 33 con 
pletes the trunk circuit through the left winding : 
of relay 350, and at contacts 374 prepares the 
operating circuit of slow-acting relay 360. 

In response to impulses seat from the toll 
switch board over conductors 27 and 28, relay 
280 pulses. At contacts 28 the impulses are re 
peated over the loop. circuit to repeater R and 
connector IC, and at contacts 283 the operating 
circuit of relay 366 is closed intermittently. Re 
lay 360 is maintained operated during each series 
of impulses and at contacts 36 Short-circuits 
condensers 325 and 33f, and winding of relay 350, 
and a winding of repeating coil 324 to improve 
the transmission of impulses. The inpulsing 
loop may be traced from negative battery and 
a winding of an impulsing relay in the incoming 
connector IC at the distant exchange, conductor 
491, break contacts 396, contacts 372, contacts 
38 i, contacts 36, lower right winding of repeat 
ing coil 324, break contacts 39, conductor 402, 
Winding of the impulsing relay in Connector IC to 
ground. In response to impulsing, the wipers of 
connector IC engage the bank contacts corre 
sponding to... the line for Sub-station TI, and if the 
line is idle, ringing current is automatically ap 
plied. When the sending of impulses has ended, 
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8 
negative battery is sent forward from the toll 
Switchboard over the EC Conductor 29, to con 
plete: a circuit through contacts 395 upper wind 
ing of relay 30, and ground to operate relay 300; 
At contacts 307 a locking circuit is completed from 
negative battery, lower winding of relay 300, con 
tacts 307, and ground on control conductor 206; 
at contacts 309 a short circuit is placed across 
the impulsing contacts; at contacts 35, and 302 
the battery feed circuit, including the windings 
the relay, 289, is disconnected from trunk con 
ductors 27 and 28; at contacts 303 and 304 each 
of the trunk conductors is connected through cir 
cuits having appropriate resistance to ground; at 
contacts 306. the EC conductor 29, is connected 
to ground for supervision; and at contacts 308 a 
circuit is completed to maintain the circuit of 
relay 35 closed after relay 370 releases. Relay 
280 releases, and at contacts 282 opens-the-oper 
atting circuit for relay 370. Upon releasing, relay 
370 at contacts 37 and 32 removes the impuls 
ing contacts from the trunk circuit, and at con 
tacts 374 opens the operating circuit of relay 360. 
When the called subscriber at sub-station Tf 

answers, negative: battery and ground are re 
versed on conductors 49 and 402 to operate relay 
35 over a circuit including conductor 40, break 
contacts: 396, contacts, 37 i, upper right winding of 
repeating coil 326, contacts 308, left winding of 
relay 35), lower winding of the repeating coil, 
break contacts 387, and conductor AO2. Relay 
359 at contacts 35 closes the operating circuit. of 
relay 22. Relay 22) at contacts, 22 removes the 
line termination bridge. from across the talking 
circuit, and at contacts. 224 removes ground from 
EC conductor 29 to notify the operator that.the 
called. Sub-station has answered. 
When the conversation is completed, the called. 

Subscriber returns his receiver to its hook to re 
store the polarity of trunk conductors 492 and 40 i. 
to normal. Relay 35) releases and opens, the 
operating circuit of relay, 223. Upon releasing, 
relay, 220 reconnects ground to EC conductor 29. 
to notify the operator that the called subscriber 
has hung up. When the operator disconnects 
the trunk connection, the loop circuit is opened 
and ground is removed from control conductor 
26 to release relays 200 and 300, Relay 200 
opens the operating circuit of relay, 2fO and the 
biasing, circuit of relay 249. Relay 20 at con 
tacts 2 opens the biasing circuit. of relay 350 
and removes ground from conductor 430 to ren 
der the trunk circuit selectable, and at contacts 
25 removes ground from conductor 429 to recon 

5 nect the trunk repeater TR to an incoming selec 
tor. 
The means for attaining the objects of the in 

vention have been fully described and included in 
a particular telephone. System, but it is understood 
that departures and various changes may be ef 
fected and still be within the spirit and scope of 
the present invention as defined in the appended 
clairns. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a telephone System, paystation lines hav 

ing coin collecting means associated therewith 
and non-payStation lines; an operator's position, 
a trunk circuit, means for extending, calls from 
either paystation lines or non-paystation lines 
to said position over said trunk circuit, a coin re 
fund controlling circuit in said trunk circuit, 
means in Said trunk circuit for operating said 
coin refund controlling circuit automatically to 
refund a coin in response to the operator's an 
Swering either type of call, a tick tone source, 
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means for connecting said tick tone source to said 
operator's position for an interval of time to warn 
the operator that an automatic coin operation is 
taking place. . . . 

2. In a telephone System, payStation lines hav 
ing coin collecting means associated therewith 
and non-payStation lines, an operator's position, 
a trunk circuit including a talking circuit, means 
for extending calls from either payStation lines 
or non-payStation lines over said talking, circuit 
to said position, a coin refund controlling circuit 
in said trunk circuit, means in Said trunk circuit 
for operating said refund controlling circuit to 
automatically refund a deposited coin in response 
to the operator's answering either type of call, a 
tick tone Source, means for connecting Said tick 
tone source to the answering operator's position 
for an interval of time to warn the operator that 
an automatic coin refunding operation is taking 
place, and said talking circuit disabled during the 
operate time of said coin refund circuit. . 

3. In a telephone system, an operator's posi 
tion, a calling payStation, a trunk having two con 
ductors, means for connecting said payStation to 
said position over said conductors, a source of 
payStation tone, means for connecting said source 
of payStation tone to Said conductors to inform 
the operator of the class of Service, a source of 
tick tone, means responsive to the operator's an 
Swering for connecting said source of tick tone 
to Said conductors, the tick tone Warning the op 
erator to delay Speaking to the calling person un 
til an automatic coin refunding Operation is com 
pleted, slow-operating means associated with said 
trunk, said last means responsive to the opera 
tor's answering for automatically controlling the 
refund of coins deposited at said paystation. 

4. In a telephone System, an operator's posi 
tion, a calling payStation having a coin collects 
ing mechanism, a trunk circuit having a talking 
circuit, a coin refund controlling circuit, and a 
tick tone circuit, means for connecting said pay 
Station to said position over said taking circuit, 
a source of payStation tone, means effective prior 
to the operator's answering for connecting said 
Source of payStation tone to Said talking circuit 
to inform the operator of the class of Service, 
means responsive to the operator's answering for 
connecting Said tick tone circuit to Said position, 
Said tick tone circuit transmitting a distinctive 
tone to the position for Warning the answering 
operator to delay Speaking until the operation 
of Said coin controlling circuit is complete, a 
relay, Slow-operating means also responsive to 
the operator's answering for removing the pay 
Station tone and for momentarily operating said 
relay, Said relay operating to connect said refund 
controlling circuit to said payStation and to dis 
able said talking circuit, said relay releasing to 
enable said talking circuit and to disconnect said 
tick tone circuit from Said operator's position to 
inform the operator that the talking circuit is 
prepared for Speaking. 

5. In a telephone System, tWO exchanges, a tWO 
conductor trunk connecting Said exchanges, pay 
Stations and regular Subscriber's sub-stations 
having lines terminating in one of Said exchanges 
and having acceSS to Said trunk, means at said 
one eXchange effective only if a payStation seizes 
said trunk for applying a paystation tone thereto, 
an operator's position, a trunk circuit at the 
other of Said exchanges connected to Said trunk, 
means responsive to the Seizure of Said trunk by 
one of said payStations or said Sub-stations for 
connecting said position to said trunk circuit, a 
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10 
tick tone circuit associated with said trunk cir 
cuit, means responsive to the operator's answer 
ing for connecting Said tick tone circuit to said 
position to inform the operator that a delay in 
Speaking to the calling person is neceSSary until 
Subsequent Switching operations have been com 
pleted, a slow-operating means also responsive to 
the operator's anSWering for removing payStation 
tone, a refund potential, a Slow-operating relay 
momentarily operated in response to operation of 
said last means, said relay operating to discon 
rect said trunk from said operator's position and 
to connect Said trunk to Said refund potential, 
the connection to said potential effective if the 
call Was initiated from a payStation to refund 
coins, the releasing of Said relay reconnecting said 
trunk to Said position and disconnecting said 
tick tone circuit from said position to inform 
tile operator that the call may proceed. 

6. In a telephone System wherein the talking 
circuit of a trunk circuit in an established con 
nection from a calling line to an operator's po 
sition is completed in response to the operator's 
answering the trunk call, in combination with 
time controlled means in said trunk circuit op 
erated a predetermined time after the response 
of Said operator anSWering said trunk call for 
automatically disabling said talking circuit, 
means included in Said time controlled means 
for maintaining Said talking circuit disabled for 
a short interval of time and for thereafter auto 
natically reestablishing Said talking circuit, 
means in Said trunk circuit operated in response 
to the operator's answering the trunk call for 
transmitting a tick tone to the operator, and 
means included in said time controlled means 
for disconnecting said tick tone when said talking 
circuit is re-established to inform the operator 
that conversation over the talking circuit may 
be commenced. 

7. In a telephone system wherein the talking 
circuit of a trunk circuit in an established con 
nection from a calling line to an operator's posi 
tion is automatically disabled Within a predeter 
mined time after the Operator answers the trunk 
call and then is thereafter automatically re 
established after a further interval of time, in 
combination. With circuit means for momentarily 
transmitting a tick tone from said trunk circuit 
to Said operator's position in response to the 
Operator's answering the trunk call, and addi 
tional circuit means for continuing transmission 
of said tick tone until re-establishment of said 
talking circuit to inform the operator when con 
Versation over the talking circuit may be com 
menced. 

8. In a telephone System, payStation lines haW 
ing coin Collect and refund apparatus associated 
therewith, an operator's position, a trunk circuit 
terminating in said position, means responsive to 
One of said lines calling the operator for con 
necting the calling line to said trunk circuit and 
for Signalling the operator, a payStation tone 
source associated with said calling line for gen 
erating a payStation tone which is audible to the 
Operator when the operator answers the trunk 
Call, means including a tick tone source asso 
ciated with said trunk circuit for superimposing 
a tick tone on said paystation tone in response to 
the Operator's answering, coin refunding circuits 
in said trunk circuit for effecting a coin refund 
Operation of the apparatus at the calling line, 
time controlled means in said trunk circuit oper 
ated a predetermined time after the operator 
anSWers for causing automatic disconnection of 
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said paystation tone from said trunk circuit, re 
'funding means in said trunk circuit for auto 
matically completing said coin refunding circuits 
-to complete the refund-operation of the appara 
tus at Said-calling line operated in response to the 
operation of said time controlled means, time 
.delay means operated a predetermined interval 
after the operation of said refunding means for 
automatically releasing said refunding means, 
and means controlled by the release of said re 
funding means for disconnecting tick tone from 
Said operator's position. 

9. En a telephone system, paystation lines hav 
sing coin collect and refund apparatus associated 
therewith, an operator's position, a trunk circuit 
terminating in said position, means responsive to 
one of Said lines calling the operator for con 
necting the calling line to said trunk circuit and 
for signalling the operator, a paystation tone 
source associated with said calling line for gen 
erating a paystation tone which is audible to the 
-Operator when the operator answers the trunk 
-call, means including a tick tone source asso 
ciated with said trunk circuit for superimposing 
'a tick tone on said paystation tone in response 
ite the operator's answering, coin refunding cir 
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12 
scuits in said trunk circuit for effecting a coil 
refund operation of said apparatus at Said call 
ing line, and time-controlled means in said trunk 
circuit automatically effective a predetermined 
time after the operator answers for oatsing the 
disconnection of the pay station tone, for com 
pleting said coin refund circuits to complete a 
refund operation of said apparatus at the caling 
line after said predetermined time, and after an 
interval of time following said predetermined 
time for disconnecting said tick tone and for dis 
aking said refund circuits. 

10. In a telephone system as claimed in claim 9 
including a talking circuit in said trunk circuit 
disabled for talking purposes during the time said 
:refund-circuits are effective. 

ROY W. JONES. 
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